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1-800-752-9787Customer Service available 9-5pm EST Mon-Fri call 1-800-752-9787
or Email-Info@easternjunglegym.com
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Site Location
Our exclusive leveling system was developed through more then 26 
years of installation experience.  This unique leveling system ensures 
safe installation on un-level properties.

While your jungle gym will be level and safe some of the activities will be 
affected by the sloping property (Diagram A ).  If your swing beam is installed 
downhill (or uphill), the swing position closest to the end will be lower to (or 
further from the ground) (Diagrams A).

To determine play area size, it is recommended that you add six feet to the 
jungle gym dimensions on all sides.  However, besides swing beam side supports 
and other  low traffic areas it is not critical to have a six foot “play area”.  
Installing a resilient surfacing under the jungle gym is always recommended and 
can be done AFTER your jungle gym is installed.

A1
Level

Property Slope
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Accessories Identification
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1 @ SWING BEAM SBHG46120

Wood Identification                            Wood Swing

(2)

(1) Full Bucket 
Swing

(1) Bench Swing

(4)
(4)(4) Snap Hooks

(2(2) Easy 1-2-3 Bracket

4 @ Side Support Part # SSP4496
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Note: If you have purchased only the Eastern Jungle Gym hardware kit, 
EJG recommends that the beam size should be 4x6x120”. The side 
supports should be 4x4x96”. 

Please prepare the swing beam using the dimensions shown in the 
diagram below.

You will need a 1-3/8” x 8” Drill bit.

BUCKET SWING BENCH SWING

7/16” PILOT HOLE



Hardware Identification

H6

B3

W3/8 W5/16
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H6- 3/8” x 6 ½” Hex Bolt
B3- 5/16” x 3” Lag Bolt
N- Nut
W 3/8” Washer
W 5/16” Washer

N
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Note: Make sure swing 
hangers are facing up.

Step #1 Swing Beam Assembly              Wood Swing
Place swing hangers on beam as shown using hardware provided. 
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Step #2 Easy 1-2-3 Bracket Install     Wood  Swing

(8)-3/8 Hex Bolt (6½”) 
(16)-3/8 Washer 
(8)-3/8 Nut 
(4)-Swing Hangers

Note: Please note 
swing hanger 
location on beam.

Layout SBHG46120 on the ground 
with swing brackets facing up. Slide 
Easy 1-2-3 Bracket onto beam. 
Predrill (3)-1/4” pilot holes. Attach 
bracket to post using B3 lag bolts. 
Repeat on opposite sides.

3/8” Nut

3/8” 
washer



Step #3-Post Install                                Wood Swing
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Install (4)-SS4496 Posts into Easy 1-2-3 
Bracket. Predrill (4)-1/4” pilot holes. 
Install posts to bracket using B3 bolts.



Step #4- Swing Set Leveling                     Wood Swing
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With the help of another person turn swing beam assembly 
upright. Level swing beam as needed by digging the side 
support legs into the ground.

Check with level

Two metal stakes are provided for added stability. 
After swing beam is installed insert stakes into the 
ground flush with support legs. Leave 6” exposed 
and bolt to support using two B3 lag bolts.



Step #4- Install Accessories                     Wood Swing
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Assemble wooden swing using hardware provided with swing. Hang 
baby swing and wooden swing. Make sure chains are the same length 
on each piece to ensure the swing is level.

10’

8’-6”

Add black and white drawing
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Customer Service available 9-5pm EST Mon-Fri call 1-800-752-9787
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